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Abstract
The small statuette of a bound barbarian from a Hungarian private collection is an interesting addition to 
the small group of these similar, although unusually harsh Roman representations of their foes. Although 
without a known findspot it further strengthens the previous suppositions that these were made and used for 
an unknown purpose at the limes, their greatest concentration being in Carnuntum. 

While having the great pleasure of being invited to visit the considerable antiquities col-
lection of a Hungarian private collector, a small bronze statuette immediately caught our 
attention. Upon the next visit we asked to see this object again for a more thorough analy-
sis. During the inspection it became clear that it still contained some earth, which was then 
skilfully removed by the collector. 

The bronze statuette measures 3.9 
cm in height, 1.2 cm in width and 
1.9 cm in depth, is evenly covered in 
dark green patina with small traces 
of red oxidisation (Fig. 1). It depicts 
a bound male prisoner in a seated 
position, the legs and the torso be-
ing at an appr. 90o angle. The figure 
is bound by a rope, indicated by 
short incised lines, running from 
his neck, down before his knees 
and around his ankles. No hands 
are visible, but it has to be assumed 
that they were intended to be fold-
ed before the torso under the chin, 
otherwise this rectangular shape of 
the body could not be explained. 
This is also supported by the par-
allels in the archaeological material 
that will be discussed below. At his 
shoulders below the rope another 
bulge with the same short incisions Fig. 1. Bound captive from a Hungarian private collection.

1 cm
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is visible, indicating another hoop. The short 
incised lines are also running from the neck 
down towards the bulge on the ankle. More 
irregular strokes are visible on both sides be-
tween the neck and the ankles. The crouched 
posture and the narrowness of the figure are 
explained by the extreme tightness of the 
rope. The groove separating the feet also 
runs between the soles at the bottom of the 
statuette. The round feet, especially visible 
from the bottom, are the most unrealistic 
part of the object. 

The disproportionately large, elongated head 
is depicted with offset wavy hair above the 

forehead, vertical lines indicate combing at the back of the head. The head is further charac-
terised by a long triangular nose, narrow and unrealistically elongated almond shaped eyes 
running towards the non-existent ears. The mouth is depicted by a horizontal line above a 
pointy beard decorated with further incisions. 

The statuette is pierced by 3 holes. The most obvious is a horizontal one measuring 4 mm going 
through the whole body at the stomach area, intersecting a small part of the lower rope around 
the neck. The second one is a 6 mm hole at the back of the head slightly displaced towards the 
left.1 The third one, also 6 mm wide, starts off at the bottom and goes through the whole body. 

Hole number 2 and 3 although connected 
but are at an appr. 130o angle, therefore it is 
unlikely that a single pin went through both 
ends of the wholes, or it must have been of 
a flexible material e.g. a leather strap. The 
bottom and side holes overlap each other. 
This unusual and complicated way of fas-
tening the statuette indicates a very specific 
function that is still unresolved. The round 
feet would have given a greater standing 
surface for the piece if placed down, but the 
holes suggest otherwise.2

Unfortunately, the findspot of the statuette is not known, nor can the collector remember 
when and where it was acquired, although it is unlikely that it came from outside of Hungary.  
A number of very close parallels of bound prisoner statuettes were previously discovered and 
published, although most of them also surfaced in private collections. 

One is in the collection of the Kuny Domokos Museum at Tata measuring 4.1×1.3 cm (Fig. 2).3 

1 A similarly to the left displaced small cavity, although not a penetrating hole can be seen on the seated Ger-
manic captive with hands bound behind his back. Juhász 2014, 343.

2 More on the discussion of the function see below.
3 Krierer 2004, Kat. 287.

Fig. 2. Bound captive in the Kuny Domokos 
Museum – Tata (Photo: S. Petényi, by courtesy of 
K. R. Krierer).

Fig. 3. Bound captive once supposedly in the Kuny 
Domokos Múzeum Tata (Photo: S. Petényi, by 
courtesy of K. R. Krierer).
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The statuette has a similarly narrow body, 
elongated head with offset hair and ropes 
running from the neck to the ankles in front 
of the body. It also has 4 mm wide holes 
laterally at the stomach area, at the back of 
the head and at the bottom. The latter two 
are not round but are somewhat elongated 
at the beginning. Another difference is that 
the arms and legs are clearly distinguished 
by a grove running from the front rope to 
the lateral hole. The findspot is unknown, 
but Brigetio would be a likely place of ori-
gin, since a great deal of artefacts from there 
were brought to the museum in Tata. K. R. 
Krierer in the initial publication of the stat-
uette also listed two other similar bound captives from the same collection. I inquired about 
these upon my visit to the Kuny Domokos Museum, where I was only shown a single piece 
by S. Petényi, who originally sent the photos to Krierer, stating that there was never more 
than one. However, the photos Krierer was kind enough to send me, clearly show three dif-
ferent statuettes of bound captives. One is very similar to the previously described one, only 
differing in the more raised face, the more detailed hands as well as that the legs and feet are 
at an obtuse angle (Fig. 3).4 The third is appr. 5 cm long and more detailed with clearly visible 
hands and four lateral holes: two in the stomach area, one behind the hands and one below 
the beard (Fig. 4).5 

The greatest concentration of these statues 
of bound captives is in Carnuntum, where 8 
pieces were uncovered. Three of them have 
been known for decades, the rest were only 
recently published. Interestingly enough, 
one is made of bone and has no holes.6 Quite 
similar to the Hungarian piece is the one 
measuring 4 cm and has the same emplace-
ment of holes.7 Another only slightly taller 
statuette (4.2 cm) has more bent legs and 
has its vertical hole somewhat lower in the 
stomach area.8 Both have more realistically 
executed faces and beards. The piece found 
at Höflein near Carnuntum is the same height (3.9 cm) as the one from the Hungarian private 
collection (Fig. 5).9 The main difference is that the vertical rope and the hands are more pro-

4 Krierer 2004, Kat. 290.
5 Krierer 2004, Kat. 288.
6 Beutler et al. 2017, 435/1008.
7 Beutler et al. 2017, 434/1006.
8 Beutler et al. 2017, 435/1009.
9 Kandler 1976, 137–141; Melchart 1997, 72; Krierer 2004, Kat. 293.

Fig. 4. Bound captive once supposedly in the Kuny 
Domokos Múzeum Tata (Photo: S. Petényi, by 
courtesy of K. R. Krierer).

Fig. 5. Bound captive from Höflein (Photo: M. Kand-
ler, by courtesy of K. R. Krierer).
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nounced, the hair and the beard is fuller. The 
size of the horizontal hole of 4 mm also cor-
responds to the piece published in this paper. 
The other two holes are also similarly placed 
as the one from the Hungarian private col-
lection, although they are only 4 mm wide. 
Very similar is the statuette measuring 4 cm 
from the civil town of Vindobona (Fig. 6),  
although with a more detailed execution of 
the face.10 The feet resemble the piece kept in 
Tata but the figure has a more arched back. 
Another, more detailed piece with from Car-
nuntum is somewhat wider seen from the 
front (Fig. 7).11 Parts of the back are broken 
that could explain, why the lateral hole is 
missing. Peculiarly the bottom hole is lacking 
just like on the Vindobona statuette.12 A fur-
ther similar example with a horizontal hole 
is known from Köln (Fig. 8) showing a more 
detailed face resembling the Carnuntinian 
piece.13 It has quite some depth compared 
to the previously listed statuettes with dis-
proportionately long thighs compared to the 
lower legs. A further statuette (3.7 cm) from 
Carnuntum has a disproportionately large 
head compared to its very slim body that is 
not pierced by any holes.14

Quite different from the previous examples is 
again one from Carnuntum that is somewhat 
bigger (4.7 cm), but narrower and is also 
wearing a pointed hat.15 It has three holes, 
one vertical at the back and two horizontal; 
a larger one in the stomach area and a small-
er one between the upper arms and the rope 
around the neck. Similar to this is the last Carnuntian piece of almost the same size (4.8 cm) de-
picting a naked young beardless man with the arms not close at the body, but with some space 
between them, the rope standing freely between the neck, the hands and the feet (Fig. 9).16  
The top hole is neatly placed behind the head on the back. Very similar, although only sche-
matically represented bronze captive is known from Strasbourg with the arms and rope  

10 Fleischer 1967, Nr. 203a; Krierer 2004, Kat. 279.
11 Fleischer 1967, Nr. 203; Krierer 2004, Kat. 277.
12 Kandler 1976, 140.
13 Behrens 1916, 59.
14 Beutler et al. 2017, 436/1010.
15 Beutler et al. 2017, 434–435/1007.
16 Behrens 1916, 59; Fleischer 1967, Nr. 202; Krierer 2004, Kat. 275.

Fig. 6. Bound captive from Vindobona (Photo: 
Fleischer 1967, Taf. 109/203a).

Fig. 7. Bound captive from Carnuntum (Photo: 
Fleischer 1967, Taf. 109/203).
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clearly visible through openwork technique 
(Fig. 10).17 Uniquely the upper hole was simply 
put on the top of the head.

The statuette from Mainz, often cited along-
side these bound captives however is different 
in many ways.18 First of all, it is not bound by 
rope and the head on is laid on the left hand. 
It is seated on the ground with some small flat 
base and has a single horizontal hole at the 
hips. The figure seems to be in a more peace-
ful, easy pose that the tightly bound captives.

The numerous holes make the interpretation of 
the function of these finds difficult. Based on 
the double holes R. Fleischer supposed that 
they were part of a device or equipment.19  
M. Kandler suggested that they were belt 
crossings of military horse bridles.20 Howev-
er, no considerable wear marks are visible that 
would appear from a constant one-sided use. 
The seated posture of the figures also contra-
dicts this, since a long and narrow form would 
have fitted better. 

M. Kandler pointed out that these were all 
found by the limes, thus a military connection 
would be plausible.21 This is supported by the 
Höflein piece, which was found near the mil-
itary camp overseeing the Carnuntum–Scar-
bantia road, although somewhat contradict-
ed by the Vindobona piece found in the civil 
town.22 Representations of barbarians are well 
known from the middle Danubian border espe-
cially those with Suebian nodus for which it is 

the central area.23 Most of these with documented findspots came from the limes area, although 
not from military, but civilian environment. The inspiration was undoubtedly taken from the 
neighbouring Germanic people on the other side of the Danube. They also have three types 
of bound representations, although with their hands tied behind their backs: seated, stand-
ing and kneeling figures.24 Despite the ropes, their posture is not as tense as the other group. 

17 Behrens 1916, 59.
18 Behrens 1916, 59.
19 Fleischer 1967, Nr. 202.
20 Melchart 1997, 72. This recently gained more acceptance. Beutler at al. 2017, 434–435/1006–1007.
21 Kandler 1976, 140–141.
22 Cf. Fleischer 1967, 203a.
23 Juhász 2015, 79–80.
24 Juhász 2014, 342–343.

Fig. 8. Bound captive from Köln (Photo: Beh-
rens 1916, 59/Abb. 25).

Fig. 9. Bound captive from Carnuntum (Photo: 
Fleischer 1967, Taf. 109/202).
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A further difference is that they do not 
have holes except for a statuette from 
Brigetio only showing a small depres-
sion at the bottom.25 

Compared to the rest of the Roman 
representations of captives, these stat-
uettes bound tightly with ropes run-
ning in front of them from their necks 
to their ankles, seem quite harsh. Tied 
male captives are usually shown seat-
ed on the ground below an occasional 
tropaeum. They are often accompanied 
by a mournful woman to represent the 
total defeat of the foes, not just that of 

their engaging army. Official Roman art treated woman more kindly, not tying them up, which 
was only reserved for the fighting men.26 The more direct representation in local bronze sculp-
tures at the limes could possibly be inspired by of the anger towards the opposing inhabitants 
on the other side of the Danube that were a constant threat to the Pax Romana of everyday 
life on the borders. 
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